
AYRTON MIRANDA Studio

Guadalajara, México based design studio will exhibit the furniture collection for outdoor
“Fusilli chair”, “Sacaffolding Chair”, “porTABLE dining table”, “L’Uomo, la Donna e il Papa 

Lamps” and “ΓΕΩΜΕΤΡΙΑ Cutlery” at Salone del Mobile.Milano in Milan, Italy, from April 18th, 2023.

Exhibition Information

Salone del Mobile.Milano Salone Satellite 2023 | Pad. 13 Booth B05

Date: April 18 to April 23, 2023 9.30 am - 6.30 pm
Location: Fiera Milano, Rho (Milan)

Design, art and creative direction : AYRTON MIRANDA Studio
Manufacturer for the Fusilli Chair : Rattan de Guadalajara S.A. de C.V.

Web: https://ayrtonmiranda.com
Presskit: https://ayrtonmiranda.com/press

PRESSKIT WEB



About AYRTON MIRANDA Studio

Based in Guadalajara, Jalisco Ayrton Miranda Studio is a globally oriented design practice focused on 
industrial product design and creative consulting. Founded by the brothers Alán and Ayrton Miranda, 
inspired by an always-evolving world, the studio pays meticulous attention to methods and details, 
combining curiosity and innovation as a means to explore and bring ideas to life.
Our experience in design has taken us to participate at forums and exhibitions in México and abroad. 
Three consecutive years (2018, 2019 and 2020) finalists at Dimueble Furniture Contest organized by the 
Furniture Association of Jalisco, México.

In early 2022 our Scaffolding chair was awarded silver Medal at the 26th edition of CETEM Design Award 
organized by the Centro Tecnológico del Mueble y la Madera de la región de Murcia, España.

In Spring 2019 we debuted at Salone Internazionale del Mobile. Milano. exhibiting at the 22nd edition of 
SaloneSatellite, returning in 2023 for the 24th edition of SaloneSatellite.

i. @ayrtonmirandastudio
e. hello@ayrtonmiranda.com



Ayrton Miranda

Passionate about design, Ayrton Miranda always seeks to create 
experiences and exquisite performance products inspired by the fusion 
between fine arts, industry, science and technology.

Born in Nayarit, México Ayrton holds a degree in Fine Arts by the State 
Academy of Fine Arts and a B.A. in industrial design at Tecnológico de 
Monterrey Design School in Guadalajara.

i. @ayrtonmiranda
e. ayrton@ayrtonmiranda.com



Alán Miranda

Since early age interested in art, design and architecture and the 
intersection between them, Alán Miranda is always working to 
develop high value projects, products and designs that are accesible 
to everyone. With experience in public and private sectors overseeing 
design development, supply chain and operations, Alán Miranda 
approaches to design balancing the industrial and artistic 
perspectives.

Born in Nayarit, México Alán earned his Balchelor of Arts degree in 
Architecture at Tecnológico de Monterrey in Guadalajara.

i. @aalanmiranda
e. alan@ayrtonmiranda.com



About The Fusilli Chair

Fusilli Collection: The FUSILLI chair designed by Alán & Ayrton Miranda offers a unique and 
cheerful take on outdoor furniture, designed for exteriors but equally suited to any setting for 
pure relaxation. FUSILLI combines textile seating with an aluminium frame to create a visually 
appealing and charming collection suitable for relaxation and dining. Its backrest design 
functions as a cable-stayed bridge, generating an eye-catching and characteristic aesthetic, 
while being very ergonomic and comfortable.

Made for Mexican furniture brand Rattan de Guadalajara, Rattan’s outdoor furniture line 
features cutting-edge designs and materials, and welcomes the Fusilli Chair to the family. This 
outdoor chair, constructed entirely of aluminum, is a unique design piece inspired by Italian 
elegance, the curved shape of fusilli pasta, and a touch of Mexican joy and spontaneity.

We are very proud to present The Fusilli Chair by Ayrton Miranda Studio together with Rattan de 
Guadalajara at the 24th edition of SaloneSatellite during the Salone Internazionale del Mobile in 
the city of Milan, Italy, from April 18th to 23th, 2023.






About La donna, l’uomo e il Papa Lamps

La donna, l'uomo e il Papa collection are a sophisticated version of the portable LED lamp and 
represent a totem of contemporary life.

The lamps are made of anodized aluminum in various colors, inspired by art, Italian culture, and   
design, and feature a semi-matte finish that adds a soft, tactile quality to the wireless design.

The sleek LED lamps are designed by Alan & Ayrton Miranda for the twenty-first century and 
can be charged via rechargeable battery, providing up to 10 hours of light. The lamps are both 
portable and elegant, resembling a modern-day candle and creating a gentle atmosphere.






About porTABLE

The porTABLE table collection exudes a sophisticated and modern appearance with 
its smooth and curved yet simple lines. The entire porTABLE collection is based on the 
idea of mobility and versatility. The parts conforming the table fit inside one powder 
coated aluminium tube that serves as a leg; supporting a modular, magnetically 
aligned, table top system made of solid wood and thin 8mm birch plywood surfaces. 
The base is composed of a single element, constructed from several layers of solid 
wood.


Exquisitely simple, refined and contemporary, the porTABLE collection is as functional 
and long-lasting as it is visually appealing.



